NCAGE Code: R8586
NATO Stock Number Coffee Items
OCC C4 Coffee Capsules

Our C4 blend of selected 100% Arabica beans gives you a coffee boost. When you add the “detonator” hot
water to the coffee it immediately releases the great taste that will explode in your mouth when you drink
it. Always remember the golden rule: “P is for Plenty”!
C4: Composition C4 Plastic Explosive.
The preferred choice of explosive by operators, because it can be carried safely to the target and is easily
molded into any desired shape. The modeling clay texture makes it the multi-tool of explosives. C4 is very
effective for breaching a locked main entrance of a house or blowing a precision hole in almost any
material. After a successful explosion at the designated target, the best cup of coffee awaits the operators.
Power-O-Meter: 60/100.
Roasted and ground coffee, packed in a modified atmosphere in capsules.
C4 Coffee Capsules are guaranteed 100% compatible with the Nanopresso NS Adaptor, the Nowpresso and
the Flexy Coffee Machine.
Compatible with the Nespresso®* machines.
10 capsules of original Italian espresso in each box.
20 boxes in a Carton colli. Total of 200 capsules.
Net weight: 1100g, Gross weight: 2 kg
Dimensions: 33,5cm L x 13,4cm W x 16,0cm H
* The brand does not belong to Operators Coffee Club or its affiliated companies
Reference number: 5700002088222
EAN: TBC
NSN: 8955-22-631-5096

OCC HALO Coffee Capsules

Our HALO blend takes you to where the coffee angels sing. The scent of freshly made coffee strikes your
nostrils and the taste of coffee gives you the same kick as 100% pure oxygen. You become clear-headed,
while the clarity of colors and the contrasts in objects are boosted on your retinas. Now you are ready to
take on all the challenges of a brand-new day.
HALO: High Altitude Low Opening.
A special forces insertion technique by parachute, where the operators will exit the airplane from 10.000
meters altitude into an outside air temperature of -50 degree Celsius. The lack of oxygen at high altitude
requires the operator to breathe through an oxygen mask during the 2:30 minutes long free-fall. After a
successful landing the best cup of coffee awaits the operators.
Power-O-Meter: 90/100.
Roasted and ground coffee, packed in a modified atmosphere in capsules.
C4 Coffee Capsules are guaranteed 100% compatible with the Nanopresso NS Adaptor, the Nowpresso and
the Flexy Coffee Machine.
Compatible with the Nespresso®* machines.
10 capsules of original Italian espresso in each box.
20 boxes in a Carton colli. Total of 200 capsules.
Net weight: 1100g, Gross weight: 2 kg
Dimensions: 33,5cm L x 13,4cm W x 16,0cm H
* The brand does not belong to Operators Coffee Club or its affiliated companies.
Reference number: 5700002088239
EAN: TBC
NSN: 8955-22-631-5097

